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Although testing has repeatedly been shown to be one of the most effective strategies for consolidating retention of studied information (the backward testing effect) and facilitating mastery of new information (the forward testing effect), few studies have explored individual differences in the beneficial effects of testing. The current study recruited a large sample (1,032 participants) to explore the potential roles of working memory capacity and test anxiety in the enhancing effects of testing on new learning, and the converse influence of testing on test anxiety. The results demonstrated that administering interim tests during learning appears to be an effective technique to potentiate new learning, regardless of working memory capacity and test anxiety. At a final test on all studied materials, individuals with low working memory capacity benefited more from interim testing than those with high working memory capacity. These testing effects are minimally modulated by levels of trait/state test anxiety, and low-stake interim testing neither reduced nor increased test anxiety. Overall, the results imply that low-stake interim tests can be administered to boost new learning irrespective of learners’ level of WMC, test anxiety, and of possible reactive effects of testing on test anxiety.

Public Significance Statement
Although testing is frequently regarded as an assessment tool, the current study demonstrates that it also appears to be an effective technique to boost new learning across individuals with different levels of working memory capacity and test anxiety. In addition, retrieval practice can more effectively consolidate retention of studied information for individuals with low working memory capacity. Regardless of the concern that frequent tests may increase test anxiety, this research finds that frequent tests tend to exert minimal influence on test anxiety.
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Over the last century, since the pioneering study by Abbott (1909), hundreds of experiments have repeatedly demonstrated that retrieval practice (i.e., testing) can more effectively facilitate long-term learning and memory retention than other learning strat-
egies, such as restudying (Roediger & Karpicke, 2006), note-taking (Rummer, Schwepppe, Gerst, & Wagner, 2017), or creating concept maps (Karpicke & Blunt, 2011). Most of this research has explored the benefits of testing on memory for previously studied information, an effect we term the backward testing effect (BTE), following Pastötter and Bäuml (2014) and Yang, Potts, and Shanks (2018). Besides this direct benefit of testing to the studied/tested material, an indirect benefit of retrieval practice is that testing of studied information, by comparison with restudying or doing nothing, can more effectively enhance subsequent learning and retention of new information. This phenomenon is termed the forward testing effect (FTE) and is the focus of the current research.

The backward and forward advantages of testing jointly make a tempting case that learners and instructors should use retrieval practice as a practical strategy to enhance learning and teaching activity. Indeed, many publications (including academic articles, book chapters, and policy and news reports) have promoted the use of testing in educational settings (e.g., Brown, Roediger, & McDaniel, 2014; Pashler et al., 2007; Putnam, Sungkhassetee, & Roediger, 2016; Roediger & Karpicke, 2006; Yang, Potts, & Shanks, 2018). However, before recommending testing to practitioners, it is critical to determine whether the benefits of retrieval practice are generalizable across individuals with diverse cognitive abilities (e.g., working memory capacity [WMC]) and traits (e.g., test anxiety).

WMC refers to an individual differences construct reflecting the span for temporarily holding information available for current processing (Wilhelm, Hildebrandt, & Oberauer, 2013) and test anxiety captures a combination of anxious symptoms (such as overarousal, tension, worry about test failure, etc.) before or during taking a test (Spielberger, 1980). WMC is measured by a variety of tests that require the updating and maintenance of information (Wilhelm et al., 2013), whereas test anxiety is measured by a standardized questionnaire instrument. Both WMC and test anxiety have been assumed to be key modulators of the beneficial effects of testing (Tse & Pu, 2012) but have mainly been studied in relation to the BTE. Here we especially explore their roles in relation to the forward effects of testing. Below we briefly review the literature on the FTE and research findings derived from previous studies regarding the roles of WMC and test anxiety in the BTE, and then we introduce the rationale and design of the current study.

The FTE

Szpunar, McDermott, and Roediger (2008, Experiment 1B) conducted a classic study demonstrating the FTE using a multilist procedure. They instructed two groups (test/no-test) of participants to study five 18-word lists, which were studied one word at a time (2 s each) and list-by-list. After studying each of Lists 1–4, the test group took a free recall test in which they recalled words from the just-studied list, whereas the no-test group solved math problems. After studying List 5, both groups were instructed to freely recall as many List 5 words as they could. The results showed that the test group (M = 7.00 out of 18) correctly recalled twice as many List 5 words as the no-test group (M = 3.50), clearly demonstrating the FTE: Interim testing on Lists 1–4, by comparison with no testing, substantially potentiated the learning and retrieval of List 5. Furthermore, Szpunar et al. (2008) observed that their no-test group (M = 3.70) suffered from over 10 times as many prior list intrusions (incorrectly recalling List 1–4 words when instructed to recall List 5) as their test group (M = 0.30), indicating that, besides potentiating new learning, interpolated testing can also effectively prevent the build-up of prior list intrusions across lists.

In recent years, an emerging body of studies has been conducted to explore the FTE on different types of learning as well as its robustness, limits, and theoretical basis (for reviews, see Chan, Meissner, & Davis, 2018; Pastötter & Bäuml, 2014; Yang, Potts, & Shanks, 2018). It has been shown that the FTE generalizes to various types of learning, such as the learning of single items (e.g., Chan, Manley, Davis, & Szpunar, 2018; Szpunar et al., 2008; Weinstein, Gilmore, Szpunar, & McDermott, 2014; Yang, Potts, & Shanks, 2017), paired associates (e.g., Weinstein, McDermott, & Szpunar, 2011; Yang et al., 2017), text passages (e.g., Wissman, Rawson, & Pyc, 2011), lecture videos (e.g., Jing, Szpunar, & Schacter, 2016; Szpunar, Khan, & Schacter, 2013), artists’ painting styles (e.g., Lee & Ahn, 2018; Yang & Shanks, 2018), and spatial information (Bufo & Aslan, 2018). C. L. Yue, Soderstrom, and Bjork (2015) and Yang, Chew, Sun, and Shanks (2019) demonstrated transfer of the FTE. C. L. Yue et al. (2015, Experiment 2), for instance, observed that testing of a studied lecture video on one topic (e.g., the life cycle of a star) potentiated the learning of a new video on a completely different topic (e.g., lightning formation). Yang et al. (2019, Experiment 3) observed that testing on text statements about artists’ contributions to art facilitated subsequent visual learning of different artists’ painting styles.

Recently, researchers have turned to exploring the FTE in different populations, such as older adults (Pastötter & Bäuml, 2019), young children (Aslan & Bäuml, 2016), and patients with traumatic brain injury (Pastötter, Weber, & Bäuml, 2013). But little research has been conducted to explore whether the FTE generalizes across individuals with different levels of WMC and test anxiety. As will be discussed below, both WMC and test anxiety have been assumed to be key modulators of test-enhanced learning. Hence, the primary aim of the current study is to investigate their potential roles in the FTE.

Potential Roles of WMC and Test Anxiety in the BTE and FTE

A few studies have explored the modulating roles of WMC and test anxiety in the BTE, but with inconsistent and conflicting findings. For instance, Tse and Pu (2012) demonstrated a weak positive correlation between WMC and the BTE, reflecting the fact that individuals with high WMC benefitted more from testing than ones with low WMC. In contrast, Agarwal, Finley, Rose, and Roediger (2017) recently observed that the BTE was attenuated with increasing WMC, and they concluded that retrieval practice is more beneficial for individuals with low WMC than for ones with high WMC. Inconsistent with both of these outcomes, Brewer and Unsworth (2012), Nordstrand (2018), andWiklund-Hörqvist, Jonsson, and Nyberg (2014) found null relationships between the BTE and WMC, implying that testing reliably enhances retention of studied information regardless of WMC.

Similar to the research on the potential role of WMC, only a few studies have explored the role of test anxiety in the BTE and the research findings are similarly conflicting. Tse and Pu (2012)
found that, for low WMC individuals, there was a negative correlation between test anxiety and the BTE, and Mok and Chan (2016) demonstrated that individuals with high test anxiety benefited less from testing than ones with low test anxiety. In addition, Hinze and Rapp (2014) showed that increasing test performance pressure correspondingly decreased the BTE. Such findings imply that high test anxiety (or pressure) may reduce the beneficial effects of testing, or that individuals with relatively higher test anxiety may even suffer from testing (for an illustration, see the top-right panel in Tse and Pu’s (2012) Figure 2, p. 259). By contrast, Clark, Crandall, and Robinson (2018) recently reported a positive relationship between test anxiety and the BTE in their nonincentive condition, indicating that testing is more beneficial for individuals with high test anxiety.

To date, only Tse and Pu (2012) have explored how WMC and test anxiety jointly modulate the BTE. These researchers found that, for high WMC participants, test anxiety had little impact on the magnitude of the BTE. Critically, for low WMC participants, the magnitude of the BTE decreased as a function of test anxiety. Tse and Pu proposed that, for individuals with low WMC and high test anxiety, their limited working memory resources might be expended on buffering their high test anxiety, leading to fewer resources deployed for learning and a smaller positive (or even a negative) effect of testing on memory for studied information.

As discussed, research findings regarding the potential modulating roles of WMC and test anxiety in the BTE have been somewhat inconsistent and equivocal. One possible reason for the inconsistency might be that the sample sizes in those studies, ranging from 61 (Clark et al., 2018) to 160 (Tse & Pu, 2012), were relatively small. It is well known that exploring individual differences in cognitive behaviors requires large sample sizes, and small sample sizes frequently lead to false positive (Type I error) and negative (Type II error) results. Indeed, Agarwal et al. (2017, p. 770) acknowledged that their sample size (156 participants), despite being one of the larger samples in studies exploring individual differences in the BTE, might be inadequate to unravel the relationship between WMC and the BTE, and they emphasized the need for future research to further explore this with larger sample sizes. With this in mind, the current research (which examined the effects of WMC and test anxiety on the forward rather than backward testing effect) aimed to recruit a large sample (over 1,000 participants).

With one exception, the roles of WMC and test anxiety in the FTE have not been explored. Pastötter and Frings (2019, Experiment 2) recruited 240 participants to examine the relationship between WMC and the FTE. They found no relationship between these two factors, indicating that the FTE generalizes to individuals with different levels of WMC. The present research goes beyond Pastötter and Frings’s (2019) study by measuring both WMC and test anxiety in a high-powered study and assessing their individual and joint modulating effects on the FTE.

According to Tse and Pu’s (2012) findings (i.e., a negative correlation between test anxiety and the BTE for individuals with low WMC) and their hypothesis (i.e., individuals with high test anxiety and low WMC have insufficient cognitive resources to concurrently buffer high test anxiety and perform the ongoing learning task, leading to a smaller positive or even negative BTE), it is reasonable to assume that such individuals may worry about subsequent interim tests and devote their limited cognitive resources to buffering their test anxiety. Concurrently buffering high test anxiety and encoding new information may lead to a smaller positive or even negative FTE for individuals with low WMC and high test anxiety.

**Potential Effects of Frequent Tests on Test Anxiety**

Test anxiety is a major cause of learning deficits (e.g., difficulty concentrating, poor test performance), and how to mitigate test anxiety has long been an important goal for learners, educators, and psychologists (Hembree, 1988). Although there is a concern that taking tests may increase test anxiety (Steele, 2011), two studies, using questionnaires, demonstrated that students tend to believe that frequent tests can alleviate test anxiety (Agarwal, D’Antonio, Roediger, McDermott, & McDaniel, 2014; Sullivan, 2017). For instance, Sullivan (2017) asked 353 undergraduates and graduates if they agreed with the statement: “The option to retake a quiz reduced my test anxiety.” Over 90% of students agreed with this statement. Agarwal et al. (2014) asked 1,408 middle and high school students to answer the question: “Did clicker quizzes make you more or less nervous for unit tests?,” and students were offered a choice of three answers: “more,” “about the same,” or “less.” Over 70% of students chose “less,” and only 6% reported “more.” Although these studies have the advantage of having been conducted in real classroom settings, they relied on students’ self-report and elicited students’ beliefs about the value of repeated testing rather than directly measuring actual test anxiety before a test in the context of prior testing versus no prior testing of the material. In addition, these studies explored test anxiety solely in the context of the BTE.

Szpunar et al. (2013) experimentally examined whether frequent tests can reduce test anxiety in a forward testing situation. They instructed participants to study a four-segment lecture video. An experimental group took an interim test after studying each segment; by contrast, the control group restudied Segments 1–3 and took an interim test on Segment 4. After the Segment 4 interim test, all participants reported how anxious they were about the final test on the whole video. Besides obtaining an FTE (i.e., tested participants recalled more items in the Segment 4 interim test than those in the control groups), Szpunar et al. (2013) also observed that their experimental group reported lower test anxiety regarding the final test than their control group.

Although the two questionnaire studies described above demonstrated that students tend to believe that testing mitigates test anxiety, we highlight that, in many situations, survey reports can be inaccurate. For an illustration, consider the well-known font size effect. People believe that words presented in a large font (48-pt) will be remembered substantially better than ones in a small (18-pt) font, but in fact font size has little influence on memory retention (M. L. Mueller, Dunlosky, Tauber, & Rhodes, 2014; Rhodes & Castel, 2008; Yang, Huang, & Shanks, 2018). Although Szpunar et al. (2013) experimentally demonstrated that frequent tests reduce test anxiety, obviously one such study is insufficient to draw a firm conclusion. Hence, the current experiment also aims to explore the effect of testing on test anxiety.
Overview of the Current Study

As discussed above, little research has explored the roles of WMC and test anxiety in the FTE, and hence the current study primarily aims to assess the modulating roles of WMC and test anxiety in the FTE. Although one study has experimentally demonstrated that testing may reduce test anxiety, further research is required to confirm (or refute) this finding, which is the second aim of the current study.

Previous studies have obtained conflicting results regarding the roles of WMC and test anxiety in the BTE, and the sample sizes in those studies were relatively small, signaling a need to recruit a large sample of participants to measure individual differences in the FTE. Accordingly, the current experiment recruited over 1,000 participants.

Participants were instructed to learn five word lists (see Figure 1 for a schematic illustration of the experimental procedure). Before undertaking the learning task, all participants completed the Test Anxiety Inventory (TAI; Chinese version; X. Yue, 1996) to measure their trait test anxiety (i.e., the tendency to perceive test situations as threatening). Then they studied five word lists, and the procedure of this learning task was adapted from Szpunar et al. (2008; for details, see the flowchart in Figure 1). During the multilist learning task, participants also reported their state test anxiety regarding the upcoming tests. Finally, participants completed the widely used Operation Span (OSPAN; Chinese version) task to measure their WMC (Unsworth, Heitz, Schrock, & Engle, 2005).

In summary, the current study measured participants’ trait test anxiety (measured by the TAI), state test anxiety regarding the List 5 interim test, List 5 interim test recall (an index of the FTE), state test anxiety regarding the cumulative test, cumulative test recall, and WMC (measured by the OSPAN task). To investigate the roles of test anxiety and WMC in the FTE, we ask whether test anxiety and WMC moderate the effect of interim testing on List 5 interim test recall. To explore whether interpolated testing alleviates test anxiety, we compare state test anxiety reports between a group that takes interim tests on Lists 1–4 and one not taking these tests.

Method

Participants

We decided to continue data collection either until we obtained over 1,000 participants’ data or until the end of the academic semester (i.e., the Fall 2018 semester). Based on the effect size (Cohen’s $d = 1.43$) for the FTE documented in Yang et al. (2017, Experiment 4), the estimated power to detect a significant ($\alpha = .05$) FTE with such a large sample size is greater than .950 (calculated using $G^*$Power; Faul, Erdfelder, Lang, & Buchner, 2007). In addition, this sample has power greater than .950 for detecting a small effect ($f^2 = .02$) in a multiple linear regression analysis (i.e., the relationships among the FTE, WMC, and test anxiety).

Accordingly, we recruited 1,075 Chinese participants from the Fuing Branch of Fujian Normal University before the end of the semester. They were either recruited from Psychology classes or through campus advertisement. Because of computer errors, data

---

**Figure 1.** Experimental design schema for the interim test and interim restudy groups. Both groups completed the Test Anxiety Inventory followed by the multilist learning task. After studying List 1 and solving math problems for 1 min, the interim test group recalled List 1 words whereas the interim restudy group restudied List 1. Lists 2–4 were identical to List 1 in each group, but with new words. After studying List 5 and solving math problems, both groups reported their test anxiety (TA) regarding the List 5 interim test and then recalled as many List 5 words as they could. Both groups then reported their TA regarding the cumulative test and recalled as many words as they could from all five lists in the cumulative test. Finally, both groups performed the operation span (OSPAN) task. See the online article for the color version of this figure.
from 42 participants were not recorded, leaving data from a final total of 1,033 participants. One participant was removed from the data analyses because this individual took notes during the multilist learning task, violating the experimental instructions.

The remaining 1,032 participants were randomly allocated to the interim test (518 participants) and interim restudy (514 participants) groups. Their mean age was 18.63 (SD = 1.10; 96 did not report their age). Six hundred and 59 were female, 284 were male, and the remaining 89 did not report their gender. All were native Chinese speakers. They were tested either individually or in groups of up to 20 in a quiet laboratory room. They participated either for course credit, for monetary compensation, or voluntarily. The Ethics Committee at the School of Education, Fuqing Branch of Fujian Normal University, approved the experiment.

Materials

The 20-item TAI (Chinese version) was used to measure participants' trait test anxiety (X. Yue, 1996). Cronbach’s alpha of the TAI in our sample was .889, indicating good internal consistency. For the multilist learning task, 90 two-character high-frequency Chinese words were selected from Liu and Reichle (2017; available at https://osf.io/fp3yw/). Word frequency ranged from 51.98 to 768.09 per million (M = 132.47; SD = 111.00), and the number of strokes ranged from 10 to 21 (M = 14.88; SD = 2.68). To prevent any item selection effects, for each participant, the computer randomly separated the words into five lists and assigned them to Lists 1–5. The widely used OSPAN task (Chinese version) was used to measure WMC, and this task has been established as valid and reliable for measuring WMC (2-week test-retest reliability = .83; Unsworth et al., 2005).

Procedure

Figure 1 schematically depicts the procedure. After arriving at the laboratory, all participants first completed the 20-item TAI. The 20 items, which cover a variety of test anxiety symptoms (such as “During tests I feel very tense”), were presented one by one in a random order. Participants reported how frequently they experienced these symptoms on a 4-point scale ranging from 1 (never) to 4 (always).2

Following the completion of the questionnaire, participants initiated the multilist learning task. At the beginning of the learning task, they were instructed to study five lists of words in preparation for a final cumulative test, during which they would be asked to recall as many words as they could from all five lists. They were also informed that, after studying each individual list, the computer would randomly decide either to give them a memory test or to offer them a restudy opportunity on that list. In fact, the test decisions were predetermined.

As depicted in Figure 1, the interim test group took an interim test on each of Lists 1–5, whereas the interim restudy group restudied Lists 1–4 and took an interim test on List 5.

In the List 1 study phase, 18 words were presented one by one, for 2 s each, in a random order. A cross sign was presented for 0.5 s after the presentation of each word to mark the interleaving interval. After studying the words, both groups solved as many simple math problems (e.g., 32 + 49 = ?) as they could for 1 min in a distractor task. Immediately following the distractor task, the interim test group was instructed to recall as many words as they could from the just-studied list (List 1) in 1 min. By contrast, all words were presented again, one by one, for 2 s each, in a new random order for the interim restudy group to restudy.3 The procedures for Lists 2–4 were the same as for List 1, except that participants studied new words in each list.

After the completion of List 4, both groups studied List 5 and solved math problems for 1 min. Then both groups were informed that the computer had decided to test them on List 5 (i.e., they would be required to recall as many List 5 words as they could), and they reported how anxious they were regarding the upcoming test on a scale ranging from 1 (not anxious at all) to 9 (extremely anxious). Immediately following this report of state test anxiety, both groups took the List 5 interim test, during which they had unlimited time to recall as many List 5 words as they could.4 Following the List 5 interim test, both groups reported how anxious they were about the final cumulative test on the same 9-point scale, and then took the cumulative test, during which they recalled as many words as they could from all five lists. The cumulative test was self-paced. No feedback was provided in the interim and cumulative tests.

Finally, participants completed the OSPAN task to measure their WMC (for detailed description of the OSPAN procedure, see Unsworth et al., 2005). In each trial, participants viewed a series of letters which were presented one by one. After viewing each letter, they solved a two-operator arithmetic problem (e.g., 4 + 6 = ?), and after viewing all letters and solving all arithmetic problems in a trial, they recalled the just-viewed letters in the same sequence as they appeared in the encoding phase. Participants’ task was to remember as many letters as they could and concurrently to maintain their arithmetic answer accuracy higher than 85%. Following Tse and Pu (2012), we took the absolute OSPAN score as an index of WMC.

Participants were allowed to take self-determined rest intervals between the questionnaires, the multilist learning task, and the OSPAN task. The entire experiment took about 60 min. At the end, participants were debriefed.

Results and Discussion

All participants completed the TAI and the multilist learning task. Eighty-four participants (30 in the interim test and 54 in the interim restudy groups) were randomly assigned to the interim test and interim restudy conditions. During the questionnaire phase, participants also completed a battery of other questionnaires, including the Adult ADHD Self-Report Scale (ASRS) Symptom Checklist, the Deliberate and Spontaneous Mind Wandering Scales (Carriere, Selig, & Smilie, 2013), the Theories of Intelligence Scales—Self Form for Adults (Dweck, 1999), and the View of Failure Scale (Haimovitz & Dweck, 2016). Given that we administered these questionnaires only for exploratory purposes and these data were not related to the main aims of the current research, we do not discuss them further.

The interim restudy group spent 45 s restudying words and hence it would have been possible to allocate the same amount of time on interim tests to completely equate the task duration between groups. But because participants might be unable to complete their recall in 45 s, we extended recall time to 1 min, following Szpunar et al. (2008).

In each group test session, participants were randomly assigned to the interim test and interim restudy conditions.3

1 In each group test session, participants were randomly assigned to the interim test and interim restudy conditions.

2 During the questionnaire phase, participants also completed a battery of other questionnaires, including the Adult ADHD Self-Report Scale (ASRS) Symptom Checklist, the Deliberate and Spontaneous Mind Wandering Scales (Carriere, Selig, & Smilie, 2013), the Theories of Intelligence Scales—Self Form for Adults (Dweck, 1999), and the View of Failure Scale (Haimovitz & Dweck, 2016). Given that we administered these questionnaires only for exploratory purposes and these data were not related to the main aims of the current research, we do not discuss them further.

3 The interim restudy group spent 45 s restudying words and hence it would have been possible to allocate the same amount of time on interim tests to completely equate the task duration between groups. But because participants might be unable to complete their recall in 45 s, we extended recall time to 1 min, following Szpunar et al. (2008).

4 We limited the test durations (i.e., 1 min) of the List 1–4 interim tests to roughly equate the task duration between groups. We did not control the duration of the List 5 interim test due to the concern that the interim restudy group, having no experience with the interim test, might not be able to complete their recall within 1 min.
interim restudy groups) failed to complete the OSPAN task, and their WMC scores were treated as missing values in the following analyses. For 111 participants (55 in the interim test and 56 in the interim restudy groups), their overall arithmetic accuracy in the OSPAN task was below 85%. Following Unsworth et al.’s (2005) recommendation, we removed their WMC scores and treated them as missing values. The final sample contains WMC scores for 837 participants (433 in the interim test and 404 in the interim restudy groups).

There were no differences between groups in age, trait test anxiety, or WMC, as reflected by Bayes factors (all \(BF_{10} \leq 0.14\)). About 68% and 72% of participants were female in the interim test and interim restudy groups, respectively. A proportion (chi-square) test revealed no difference in gender between the groups, \(\chi^2 = 1.75, p = .19\). Table 1 provides the correlation matrix among variables. As an aid, in Table 2 we summarize the main findings (and conclusions) regarding the key outcome measures and the modulating roles of test anxiety and WMC.

### Recall Performance in the Multilist Learning Task

For the interim test group, recall in the List 1–5 interim tests was 7.11 (\(SD = 3.22\)), 7.14 (\(SD = 3.47\)), 7.23 (\(SD = 3.62\)), 7.36 (\(SD = 3.90\)), and 7.17 (\(SD = 4.15\)), respectively. A repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) showed no main effect of List (1–5), \(F(4, 2068) = 0.68, p = .606, \eta^2_p = .001\), indicating that recall was maintained at a comparable level across lists.

List 5 interim test recall and prior list intrusions (incorrectly recalling words from Lists 1–4 in the List 5 interim test) for both groups are shown in Figures 2A and 2B, respectively. The interim test group correctly recalled nearly three times as many List 5 words as the interim restudy group (\(M = 2.65, SD = 3.80\)), difference = 4.51, 95% confidence interval (CI) [4.03, 5.00], \(t(1030) = 18.21, p < .001\), Cohen’s \(d = 1.13\), \(BF_{10} = 5.6e + 60\), demonstrating a strong FTE. Consistent with previous studies (Szpunar et al., 2008; Weinstein et al., 2014; Yang et al., 2017), we also observed that the interim restudy group (\(M = 5.98, SD = 5.20\)) suffered from about eight times as many prior list intrusions as the interim test group (\(M = 0.75, SD = 1.40\)) in the List 5 interim test, difference = 5.23 [4.76, 5.69], \(t(1030) = 22.10, p < .001\), \(d = 1.38\), \(BF_{10} = 1.2e + 85\), indicating that interim testing effectively reduces prior list intrusions across lists.

For the cumulative test, following Yang et al. (2017), we separately analyzed recall of items from Lists 1–4 and List 5, because the interim test group was tested on Lists 1–4 whereas the interim restudy group restudied these lists, but both groups took an interim test on List 5. Any difference in List 1–4 cumulative test recall could be attributed to two potential factors: the BTE (i.e., testing on studied lists enhances their retention more effectively than restudying) and the FTE (i.e., testing on prior lists potentiates subsequent learning of new lists).

As shown in Figure 2C, in the cumulative test, the interim test group (\(M = 13.30, SD = 8.16\)) correctly recalled more List 1–4 words than the interim restudy group (\(M = 11.22, SD = 10.04\)), difference = 2.08 [0.96, 3.20], \(t(1030) = 3.65, p < .001\), \(d = 0.23\), \(BF = 47.51\). It is unknown whether the superior List 1–4 cumulative test recall in the interim test group originated from the BTE or FTE (or a combination of both), and the current study was not designed to disentangle them. Hence, in the following discussions we use the term *retrieval practice effect* as a descriptive label for the positive testing effect(s) on List 1–4 cumulative test recall.

Cumulative test recall for each of Lists 1–4 was also analyzed. Because these results were not the key research interest, they are not reported here but are available on the Open Science Framework (https://osf.io/nqpvm/), and corresponding theoretical implications are discussed. In brief, there was a significantly positive effect of retrieval practice on List 3 and 4 cumulative test recall, whereas a negative effect on List 1 was detected, which means that the overall enhancing effect of interim testing on List 1–4 cumulative test recall reported above is largely attributable to its facilitating effect on Lists 3 and 4, which cancelled out the negative effect on List 1.

As shown in Figure 2D, similar to their List 5 interim test recall, in the cumulative test the interim test group (\(M = 5.67, SD = 3.79\)) correctly recalled about twice as many List 5 words as the interim restudy group (\(M = 2.53, SD = 3.41\)), difference = 3.15 [2.71, 3.59], \(t(1030) = 14.02, p < .001\), \(d = 0.87\), \(BF_{10} = 3.7e + 37\).

### State Test Anxiety for the List 5 Interim Test and Cumulative Test

We now turn to the question of whether frequent tests attenuate test anxiety. The TAI measured participants’ trait test anxiety, and there was no difference in trait test anxiety between groups before the multilist learning task. Before the List 5 interim and cumulative tests, all participants reported their state test anxiety regarding the upcoming tests.

As shown in Figures 2E and 2F, there was no meaningful difference between the two groups’ state test anxiety regarding the List 5 interim test (interim test: \(M = 2.86, SD = 2.27\); interim restudy: \(M = 2.11, SD = 2.97\)), difference = 0.75 [0.12, 1.39], \(t(1030) = 2.65, p = .008\), \(BF_{10} = 3.7e + 22\). There was no difference in trait test anxiety between groups (\(M = 3.26, SD = 1.83\), \(M = 3.31, SD = 1.63\)), difference = 0.05 [−0.24, 0.34], \(t(1030) = 0.23, p = .817\), \(BF_{10} = 0.14\).

### Table 1

**Correlation Matrix of Variables**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Trait test anxiety</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. State test anxiety (List 5)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. List 5 interim test recall</td>
<td>−0.008</td>
<td>−0.078</td>
<td>−0.437</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Prior list intrusions in List 5 interim test</td>
<td>−0.022</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. State test anxiety (cumulative)</td>
<td>0.324</td>
<td>0.665</td>
<td>−0.054</td>
<td>−0.044</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. List 1–4 cumulative test recall</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>−0.030</td>
<td>0.459</td>
<td>0.086</td>
<td>−0.059</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. List 5 cumulative test recall</td>
<td>−0.020</td>
<td>−0.070</td>
<td>0.418</td>
<td>0.559</td>
<td>−0.079</td>
<td>0.422</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. WMC</td>
<td>−0.055</td>
<td>−0.004</td>
<td>0.160</td>
<td>−0.011</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.165</td>
<td>0.119</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* Trait test anxiety = test anxiety measured by the TAI; State test anxiety (List 5) = state test anxiety ratings for the List 5 interim test; State test anxiety (cumulative) = state test anxiety ratings for the cumulative test; WMC = working memory capacity.

\(p < .05\) \(\cdots\) \(p < .01\) \(*** p < .001\).
Table 2
Main Findings Regarding the Modulating Effects of Trait/State Test Anxiety and Working Memory Capacity (WMC) on Measures of Recall

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>List 5 interim test recall (FTE)</th>
<th>List 1–4 cumulative test recall (retrieval practice effect)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interim task</td>
<td>Yes: Interim testing boosted List 5 interim test recall.</td>
<td>Yes: Interim testing boosted List 1–4 cumulative test recall.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trait test anxiety</td>
<td>No: Trait test anxiety did not significantly correlate with List 5 interim test recall.</td>
<td>No: Trait test anxiety did not significantly correlate with List 1–4 cumulative test recall.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State test anxiety</td>
<td>Yes: There was a weakly negative correlation between state test anxiety and List 5 interim test recall.</td>
<td>No: State test anxiety did not significantly correlate with List 1–4 cumulative test recall.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMC</td>
<td>Yes: Greater WMC was associated with superior List 5 interim test recall.</td>
<td>Yes: Greater WMC was associated with superior List 1–4 cumulative test recall.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interim Task × Trait Test Anxiety</td>
<td>No: Trait test anxiety did not modulate the FTE.</td>
<td>No: Trait test anxiety did not modulate the retrieval practice effect.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interim Task × State Test Anxiety</td>
<td>No: State test anxiety did not modulate the FTE.</td>
<td>No: State test anxiety did not modulate the retrieval practice effect.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interim Task × WMC</td>
<td>No: WMC did not modulate the FTE.</td>
<td>Yes: The retrieval practice effect was larger for participants with low than those with high WMC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interim Task × Trait Test Anxiety × WMC</td>
<td>No: Trait test anxiety and WMC did not jointly modulate the FTE.</td>
<td>No: Trait test anxiety and WMC did not jointly modulate the retrieval practice effect.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interim Task × State Test Anxiety × WMC</td>
<td>No: State test anxiety and WMC did not jointly modulate the FTE.</td>
<td>No: State test anxiety and WMC did not jointly modulate the retrieval practice effect.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. FTE = forward testing effect.

Regression analyses were conducted to examine the question of main research interest: whether trait/state test anxiety and WMC individually or jointly modulated the FTE. In these analyses, List 5 interim test recall was entered as the dependent variable. In the first step, we entered participants’ age, gender (male = 0; female = 1), and Interim task (restudying = 0; testing = 1) as the independent variables in the regression model. In the second step, trait test anxiety and WMC scores were added. In the third step, we entered the product of Interim task and WMC scores, the product of Interim task and trait test anxiety scores, the product of WMC and trait test anxiety scores, and the product of Interim task, WMC, and trait test anxiety scores (i.e., the interaction variables).

The detailed regression results are summarized in Table 3 and are visually shown in Figures 3A–C. At the first step, there was a main effect of Interim task, $\beta = 4.387, p < .001$. At the second step, WMC scores positively predicted List 5 interim test recall, $\beta = 0.045, p < .001$, indicating that individuals with better WMC learned more words in List 5 (Figure 3A), but trait test anxiety had no significant influence, $\beta = -0.009, p = .637$. At the third step, no variables (apart from interim task) had a main effect on List 5 interim test recall. Furthermore, there was no interaction between interim task and WMC, $\beta = -0.079, p = .29$, indicating that the FTE generalizes across individuals with differing levels of WMC. Similarly, there was no interaction between Interim task and trait test anxiety, $\beta = -0.115, p = .367$, demonstrating that the FTE generalizes across individuals with different levels of trait test anxiety. Finally, and most importantly, there was no interaction between Interim task, trait test anxiety, and WMC, $\beta = 0.002, p = .405$, indicating that trait test anxiety and WMC did not jointly moderate the FTE.

Roles of Trait/State Test Anxiety and WMC in the FTE

Regression analyses were conducted to examine the question of main research interest: whether trait/state test anxiety and WMC individually or jointly modulated the FTE. In these analyses, List 5 interim test recall was entered as the dependent variable. In the first step, we entered participants’ age, gender (male = 0; female = 1), and Interim task (restudying = 0; testing = 1) as the independent variables in the regression model. In the second step, trait test anxiety and WMC scores were added. In the third step, we entered the product of Interim task and WMC scores, the product of Interim task and trait test anxiety scores, the product of WMC and trait test anxiety scores, and the product of Interim task, WMC, and trait test anxiety scores (i.e., the interaction variables).

The detailed regression results are summarized in Table 3 and are visually shown in Figures 3A–C. At the first step, there was a main effect of Interim task, $\beta = 4.387, p < .001$. At the second step, WMC scores positively predicted List 5 interim test recall, $\beta = 0.045, p < .001$, indicating that individuals with better WMC learned more words in List 5 (Figure 3A), but trait test anxiety had no significant influence, $\beta = -0.009, p = .637$. At the third step, no variables (apart from interim task) had a main effect on List 5 interim test recall. Furthermore, there was no interaction between interim task and WMC, $\beta = -0.079, p = .29$, indicating that the FTE generalizes across individuals with differing levels of WMC. Similarly, there was no interaction between Interim task and trait test anxiety, $\beta = -0.115, p = .367$, demonstrating that the FTE generalizes across individuals with different levels of trait test anxiety. Finally, and most importantly, there was no interaction between Interim task, trait test anxiety, and WMC, $\beta = 0.002, p = .405$, indicating that trait test anxiety and WMC did not jointly moderate the FTE.

We repeated all the above analyses but replaced trait test anxiety scores with state test anxiety scores (i.e., the test anxiety ratings before the List 5 interim test) as a predictor of List 5 interim test recall, to ascertain whether state test anxiety modulates the FTE. Table 4 presents the detailed regression results. All the results showed the same pattern as those based on trait test anxiety, except that in the second step, state test anxiety negatively correlated with List 5 interim test recall, $\beta = -0.128, p = .028$. Participants reporting higher state anxiety learned fewer words in List 5 (Figure 3C). Similar to trait test anxiety, state test anxiety did not modulate...
the FTE in that there was no interaction between Interim task and state test anxiety, $\beta = -0.467, p = .280$.

Overall, these results demonstrate that interim tests tend to reliably potentiate learning and recall of new information regardless of WMC and trait/state test anxiety.

Roles of Trait/State Test Anxiety and WMC in the Retrieval Practice Effect on List 1–4 Cumulative Test Recall

In this section, we address the question of whether trait/state test anxiety and WMC moderated the retrieval practice effect (i.e., the effect of interim testing on List 1–4 cumulative test recall). Similar regression analyses, in which the dependent variable was changed to List 1–4 cumulative test recall, were conducted to explore the potential roles of trait test anxiety and WMC in the retrieval practice effect.

Table 5 lists the detailed regression results and the regression relationships are visually depicted in Figures 3D–F. At the first step, Interim task had a main effect on List 1–4 cumulative test recall, $\beta = 2.418, p < .001$. It is worth noting that gender also had a main effect, $\beta = 3.977, p < .001$: female participants recalled more List 1–4 words in the cumulative test than male participants (for related findings, see Herlitz, Nilsson, & Bäckman, 1997). At the second step, WMC positively predicted List 1–4 cumulative test recall (individuals with better WMC recalled more words overall), $\beta = 0.085, p < .001$, but trait test anxiety did not, $\beta = -0.024, p = .553$. At the third step, there were no main effects or interactions among Interim task, trait test anxiety, and WMC.

As clearly shown in Figure 3D, List 1–4 cumulative test recall in participants with low WMC tended to benefit more from interim testing than that of participants with high WMC. We therefore conducted a further regression analysis with only interim task and WMC scores as the independent variables (trait test anxiety now excluded) and List 1–4 cumulative test recall as the dependent variable. The results show a main effect of interim task, $\beta = 7.675, p < .001$, a main effect of WMC, $\beta = 0.153, p < .001$, and a significant interaction between interim task and WMC, $\beta = -0.109, p = .010$.

We repeated the above analyses but replaced trait test anxiety scores with state test anxiety scores for the cumulative test (i.e., test anxiety ratings prior to the cumulative test). The regression results are reported in Table 6. At the third step, the interaction
between interim task and WMC was significant, $\beta = -0.180$, $p = .006$, confirming the above finding that individuals with low WMC benefitted more from retrieval practice in the List 1–4 cumulative test than did those with high WMC. In addition, there was a two-way interaction between state test anxiety and WMC ($\beta = -0.026$, $p = .018$). However, there was no three-way interaction among interim task, state test anxiety, and WMC ($\beta = 0.025$, $p = .161$).

Overall, the above results demonstrate that interim testing was more effective in enhancing List 1–4 cumulative test recall for low WMC participants than for high WMC ones. Trait/state test anxiety appeared not to moderate the retrieval practice effect on studied information, nor did it moderate the effect in conjunction with WMC.

**General Discussion**

Although testing has been repeatedly shown to be highly effective at helping to consolidate learning, little research as yet has explored individual differences in test-enhanced learning. The current research recruited a large sample of participants to explore the roles of WMC and trait/state test anxiety in the beneficial effects of testing on new learning and its possible converse influences on test anxiety. Table 2 serves as a descriptive summary of the main findings.

**Minimal Role of WMC and Trait/State Test Anxiety in the FTE**

Several regression analyses showed that neither WMC nor trait test anxiety tended to modulate the FTE. We repeated these analyses but replaced trait test anxiety with state test anxiety regarding the List 5 interim test. Again, state test anxiety and WMC played little role in the FTE. Overall, these results imply that interim testing appears to reliably enhance subsequent learning and retention of new information regardless of trait/state test anxiety and WMC. The absence of any detectable modulating role of WMC in the FTE is consistent with what Pastötter and Frings (2019, Experiment 2) observed.

Even though word list learning and free recall tests have been extensively used to assess the influence of test anxiety on memory in previous studies (e.g., J. H. Mueller, 1978), the level of state test anxiety reported in the current study was relatively low. Hence, it may be premature to conclude that test anxiety and its conjunction with WMC do not modulate the FTE, because the task used in the current study might be unable to evoke sufficient levels of test anxiety to detect their influences. The following analyses speak to this possibility.

We first selected 100 participants whose state anxiety reports regarding the List 5 interim test were highest in the interim test group to form a high anxiety/interim test group ($M = 6.53, SD = 1.74$), and 100 participants whose state test anxiety scores were lowest in the interim test group to form a low anxiety/interim test group ($M = 1.00, SD = 0$). The same was done for the interim restudy group to form a high anxiety/interim restudy group ($M = 6.88, SD = 1.82$) and a low anxiety/interim restudy group ($M = 1.00, SD = 0$). Then, a regression analysis was conducted, with WMC, state test anxiety (high vs. low), study method (test vs. restudy) and their products as the independent variables, and with List 5 interim test recall as the dependent variable. Again, the results showed no significant interaction between state test anxiety

### Table 3

**Regression Coefficients of Interim Task, Working Memory Capacity (WMC), and Trait Test Anxiety on List 5 Interim Test Recall**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictors</th>
<th>$\beta$</th>
<th>$SE$</th>
<th>$t$</th>
<th>$p$</th>
<th>$R^2$</th>
<th>$F$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Step 1: List 5 interim test recall $\sim$ Age + Gender + Interim Task</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.236</td>
<td>84.32***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>-0.166</td>
<td>0.139</td>
<td>-1.197</td>
<td>.232</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>0.316</td>
<td>0.306</td>
<td>1.034</td>
<td>.302</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interim task</td>
<td>4.387</td>
<td>0.277</td>
<td>15.852</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 2: List 5 interim test recall $\sim$ Age + Gender + Interim Task + Trait Test Anxiety + WMC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.256</td>
<td>10.94***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>-0.078</td>
<td>0.138</td>
<td>-0.567</td>
<td>.571</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>0.186</td>
<td>0.306</td>
<td>0.608</td>
<td>.543</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interim task</td>
<td>4.340</td>
<td>0.274</td>
<td>15.846</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trait test anxiety</td>
<td>-0.009</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>-0.472</td>
<td>.637</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMC</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>4.610</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 3: List 5 interim test recall $\sim$ Age + Gender + Interim Task + Trait Test Anxiety + WMC + Interim Task × Trait Test Anxiety × WMC + Trait Test Anxiety × WMC + Interim Task × Trait Test Anxiety × WMC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.250</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>-0.087</td>
<td>0.141</td>
<td>-0.614</td>
<td>.539</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>0.188</td>
<td>0.306</td>
<td>0.613</td>
<td>.540</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interim task</td>
<td>8.696</td>
<td>4.202</td>
<td>2.070</td>
<td>.039</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trait test anxiety</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.090</td>
<td>0.165</td>
<td>.869</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMC</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>1.096</td>
<td>.274</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interim Task × Trait Test Anxiety</td>
<td>-0.115</td>
<td>0.127</td>
<td>-0.903</td>
<td>.367</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interim Task × WMC</td>
<td>-0.079</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>-0.977</td>
<td>.329</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trait Test Anxiety × WMC</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>-0.191</td>
<td>.848</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interim Task × Trait Test Anxiety × WMC</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.833</td>
<td>.405</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. The $F$ values in the right most column report the model comparison results. Specifically, the column lists the $F$ values for Step 1 model vs. null model, Step 2 model vs. Step 1 model, and Step 3 model vs. Step 2 model, respectively. $*** p < .001$. 
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and study method \( (p = .327) \), and no three-way interaction among WMC, state test anxiety and study method \( (p = .292) \). Overall, these results imply that the FTE is minimally modulated by test anxiety and its interaction with WMC.\(^7\)

WMC but Not Trait/State Test Anxiety Modulates the Retrieval Practice Effect on List 1–4 Cumulative Test Recall

Linear regression analyses demonstrated that in the List 1–4 cumulative test, low WMC participants tended to benefit more from interpolated testing than high WMC participants. These results are consistent with Agarwal et al.’s (2017) proposal that retrieval practice benefits retention of studied information more for individuals with low WMC. There are at least two possible explanations for this phenomenon: episodic memory and attentional processing.

Episodic memory refers to memory of specific episodes from personally encountered events (Herlitz et al., 1997), such as memory about where, when, and how a given item is studied. Many studies have established a positive correlation between episodic memory ability and WMC, showing that individuals with high WMC are typically better able to remember the episodic details of studied items (e.g., Kane & Engle, 2000). Testing is known to boost retention of studied information (at least partially) by conferring context changes, which make studied/tested information more vivid and accessible during retrieval (Karpicke, Lehman, & Aue, 2014). Because individuals with low WMC tend to have poorer episodic memory, more room is available for testing to enrich contextual information of studied materials, leading to a larger retrieval practice effect (Brewer & Unsworth, 2012).

Another possible explanation is attentional processing. Individuals with low WMC are less able to sustain their attention during a prolonged study phase (Miller, Gross, & Unsworth, 2019) and are more susceptible to mind wandering (i.e., focusing on things unrelated to the ongoing task; McVay & Kane, 2012). Numerous behavioral and neural studies have shown convincing evidence that testing can boost retention through enhancing learning engagement (for reviews, see van den Broek et al., 2016; Yang, Potts, 2019).

\(^7\) Similarly, according to state test anxiety reports regarding the cumulative test, four groups of participants (with 100 in each group) were selected: high anxiety/interim test \( (M = 7.25, SD = 1.70) \), low anxiety/interim test \( (M = 1.00, SD = 0) \), high anxiety/interim restudy \( (M = 6.79, SD = 1.62) \), and low anxiety/interim restudy \( (M = 1.00, SD = 0) \). A regression analysis, with List 1–4 cumulative test recall as the dependent variable, again showed no significant interaction between state test anxiety and study method \( (p = .220) \), and no three-way interaction amongst WMC, state test anxiety, and study method \( (p = .783) \). These results imply that the retrieval practice effect is unlikely to be modulated by test anxiety and its interaction with WMC.
Note. State test anxiety reported in this table represents the state test anxiety ratings regarding the List 5 interim test.

& Shanks, 2018). Because individuals with low WMC are less able to maintain their learning engagement, more room is available for testing to facilitate their attentional encoding, leading to a larger retrieval practice effect.

Overall, there are at least two possible explanations regarding why testing on studied information is more beneficial for individuals with low WMC. To our knowledge, little research has been conducted to assess them. Our understanding about this important

Table 5
Regression Coefficients of Interim Task, Working Memory Capacity (WMC), and Trait Test Anxiety on List 1–4 Cumulative Test Recall

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictors</th>
<th>β</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>R²</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Step 1: List 1–4 cumulative test recall ~ Age + Gender + Interim Task</td>
<td>-0.062</td>
<td>0.138</td>
<td>-0.448</td>
<td>0.654</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>13.31***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>-0.166</td>
<td>0.139</td>
<td>-1.197</td>
<td>.232</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>0.316</td>
<td>0.306</td>
<td>1.034</td>
<td>.302</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interim task</td>
<td>4.387</td>
<td>0.277</td>
<td>15.852</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 2: List 1–4 cumulative test recall ~ Age + Gender + Interim Task + State Test Anxiety + Trait Anxiety + WMC</td>
<td>-0.062</td>
<td>0.138</td>
<td>-0.448</td>
<td>0.654</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>13.31***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>-0.062</td>
<td>0.138</td>
<td>-0.448</td>
<td>0.654</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>0.190</td>
<td>0.303</td>
<td>0.628</td>
<td>.530</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interim task</td>
<td>4.336</td>
<td>0.273</td>
<td>15.888</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State test anxiety</td>
<td>-0.128</td>
<td>0.058</td>
<td>-2.197</td>
<td>.028</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMC</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>4.659</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

***p < .001.
finding is still in its infancy, and more research on this issue is needed.

The current study found that neither state nor trait test anxiety tend to modulate retrieval practice effects on studied information, which is consistent with Tse and Pu’s (2012) finding (that is, a negative correlation between test anxiety and BTE for low WMC individuals) and Clark et al.’s (2018) finding (i.e., a positive correlation between test anxiety and the BTE). One difference between the current and previous studies (Clark et al., 2018; Tse & Pu, 2012) is worth highlighting: The current study did not ascertain whether the retrieval practice effect on List 1–4 cumulative test recall came from either the BTE or FTE (or a combination of both); by contrast, both Tse and Pu (2012) and Clark et al. (2018) specifically focused on the role of test anxiety in the BTE. Hence, it is premature to firmly conclude that the above findings conflict with those of Clark et al. and Tse and Pu. Future research should further explore the role of test anxiety in the BTE to resolve the inconsistent findings of Tse and Pu (2012) and Clark et al. (2018).

It is worth noting that previous research (including the current study) has largely focused on individual differences in short-term enhanced retention induced by testing, with only one exception (Agarwal et al., 2017) which explored the role of WMC in the BTE with a long-term interval (2 days) inserted between study and final test. The long-term modulating effects of WMC and test anxiety in the FTE await future investigation.

**Little Influence of Interpolated Testing on State Test Anxiety**

Bayesian $t$ tests on state test anxiety reports regarding the List 5 interim tests on state test anxiety, which is inconsistent with the findings from previous studies (Agarwal et al., 2014; Szpunar et al., 2013). In Szpunar et al.’s interim tests on lecture segments, their test group’s recall accuracies were about 90%. Szpunar et al. proposed that their test group reported lower test anxiety as a result of “positive feedback from earlier tests” (p. 4). Specifically, the interim tests in Szpunar et al.’s study were relatively easy and the high test accuracy might have reduced test anxiety. By contrast, the interim tests in the current study were relatively difficult, as reflected by low accuracy: Only about 40% (i.e., 7 out of 18) of words were correctly recalled. Hence, one possible reason for the null influence of interpolated testing on test anxiety may be that the interim tests were too difficult in the current study.

We conjecture, however, that this test difficulty account cannot easily explain these divergent findings for at least three reasons. First, the state test anxiety reports for both groups (about 3 on a 9-point scale) were lower than the medium point (5), indicating that low test performance did not induce high state test anxiety for either group. Second, although the interim test group performed substantially better in the list 5 interim test than the interim restudy group, there was no difference in state test anxiety reports regarding the cumulative test, reflecting the fact that test performance had very little influence on immediate test anxiety. Third, as shown in Table 1 (correlation matrix), the correlation between List 5 interim test recall and test anxiety reports regarding the List 5 interim test was quite weak, $r = −0.078, p = .180$, and the same was true for cumulative test recall and the test anxiety reports regarding the cumulative test, $r = −.059, p = .590$. Along the same lines, the correlation between List 5 interim test recall and the test anxiety reports regarding the cumulative test was modest,

### Table 6

**Regression Coefficients of Interim Task, Working Memory Capacity (WMC), and State Test Anxiety on List 1–4 Cumulative Test Recall**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictors</th>
<th>$\beta$</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>$t$</th>
<th>$p$</th>
<th>$R^2$</th>
<th>$F$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Step 1: List 1–4 cumulative test recall $\sim$ Age + Gender + Interim Task</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>$-0.564$</td>
<td>0.303</td>
<td>$-1.859$</td>
<td>.063</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>$3.977$</td>
<td>0.669</td>
<td>$5.942$</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interim task</td>
<td>$2.418$</td>
<td>0.606</td>
<td>$3.989$</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 2: List 1–4 cumulative test recall $\sim$ Age + Gender + Interim Task + State Test Anxiety + WMC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>$-0.391$</td>
<td>0.304</td>
<td>$-1.286$</td>
<td>.199</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>$3.718$</td>
<td>0.667</td>
<td>$5.571$</td>
<td>&lt;.011</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interim task</td>
<td>$2.321$</td>
<td>0.601</td>
<td>$3.860$</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State test anxiety</td>
<td>$-0.109$</td>
<td>0.129</td>
<td>$-0.849$</td>
<td>.396</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMC</td>
<td>$0.086$</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>$3.984$</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 3: List 1–4 cumulative test recall $\sim$ Age + Gender + Interim Task + State Test Anxiety + WMC + Interim Task × WMC + State Test Anxiety × WMC + Interim Task × State Test Anxiety × WMC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>$-0.408$</td>
<td>0.304</td>
<td>$-1.341$</td>
<td>.180</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>$3.721$</td>
<td>0.665</td>
<td>$5.600$</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interim task</td>
<td>$11.630$</td>
<td>3.438</td>
<td>$3.382$</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State test anxiety</td>
<td>$1.241$</td>
<td>0.587</td>
<td>$2.112$</td>
<td>.035</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMC</td>
<td>$0.214$</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>$4.903$</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interim Task × State Test Anxiety</td>
<td>$-1.332$</td>
<td>0.947</td>
<td>$-1.406$</td>
<td>.160</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interim Task × WMC</td>
<td>$-0.180$</td>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>$-2.775$</td>
<td>.006</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Test Anxiety × WMC</td>
<td>$-0.026$</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>$-2.369$</td>
<td>.018</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interim Task × State Test Anxiety × WMC</td>
<td>$0.025$</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>$1.404$</td>
<td>.161</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. State test anxiety reported in this table represents the state test anxiety ratings regarding the cumulative test.

*p < .05, ***p < .001.


Considering that the current study included a large sample size and the Bayesian results strongly support the null difference in state test anxiety between groups, we propose that frequent tests appear to neither increase nor mitigate test anxiety. Moreover, we conjecture that test difficulty cannot easily explain the divergent findings between the current study and Szpunar et al. (2013). When interpreting the divergent findings on state test anxiety between the current research and that of Szpunar et al. (2013), it should be noted that there were many differences in experimental procedure and stimuli. For instance, Szpunar et al. instructed participants to watch lecture videos whereas the materials in the current research were word lists; their participants only reported state test anxiety before the cumulative test, while in the current research participants reported state test anxiety before both the List 5 interim test and the cumulative test. Szpunar et al. inserted a 5-min break between their Segment 4 interim test and the cumulative test, but no interval was inserted between the List 5 interim test and the cumulative test in the current study. Such subtle divergences might account for the divergent findings on state test anxiety.

It must also be acknowledged of course that there is a substantial difference between the sort of test anxiety induced in the present laboratory learning task (and in Szpunar et al.'s task), on the one hand, and test anxiety associated with potentially life-changing (high-stake) exams taken at school or college, on the other. As shown in the current study, state test anxiety in laboratory-based experiments tends to be relatively low and likely differs from what occurs in high-stake assessments in real educational settings. Many previous studies exploring the relationship between test anxiety and enhancing effects of testing in the laboratory (e.g., Clark et al., 2018; Tse & Pu, 2012; the current study) might lack ecological validity. For instance, tests in laboratory experiments have no grades and participants cannot fail them, contrary to what is typical in classroom quizzes and exams. Therefore, the relationship between test anxiety and test-enhanced learning should be further investigated in real educational settings. In addition, future research examining the converse influence of testing on test anxiety in the classroom is urgently needed.

Practical (Educational) Implications

In educational settings, students are frequently instructed to master a large set of class materials. For instance, students in a medical school have to remember names of bones in the human skeleton. The findings from the current study imply that instructors can strategically administer interim tests after teaching each set of facts, which has the potential to boost learning of new facts. Such an enhancing effect will tend to apply equally to individuals with different levels of WMC and test anxiety.

Besides potentiating learning of new facts, interim testing should also be able to facilitate retention of studied information, especially for students with low WMC. Some instructors may have the concern that students with low WMC benefit less or even suffer from testing on studied information as their test performance is generally lower than that of students with high WMC, leading to no reexposure to unrecalled materials, and encouraging the worry that retrieval practice may exacerbate individual differences in academic achievement between students with high and low WMC. However, the current study and that of Agarwal et al. (2017) jointly demonstrate that this is not the case. Instead, individuals with low WMC benefit more from retrieval practice than those with high WMC. Such findings also imply that implementing tests on studied information is a potential technique to narrow, rather than exacerbate, individual differences in learning efficiency based on WMC.

From a positive perspective, despite the possibility that testing may increase test anxiety (Steele, 2011), the current study provides evidence to allay this concern. However, from a negative perspective, our results did not support Szpunar et al.’s (2013) observation that interim tests mitigated test anxiety. Instead, we found that interim tests appear to have minimal influence on test anxiety. Overall, the current study implies that practitioners can administer interim tests without unduly worrying about their effects on test anxiety.

Concluding Remarks

In summary, the takeaway messages are (a) administering interim tests appears to be an efficient technique to potentiate new learning, regardless of WMC and test anxiety; (b) retrieval practice consolidates retention of studied information more effectively for individuals with low than high WMC; (c) neither trait nor state test anxiety substantially modulates testing effects on studied information; and (d) frequent tests tend to neither increase nor mitigate test anxiety.
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